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Abstract

To efficiently implement parallel algorithms on parallel computers, concurrent data structures (data structures which are simultaneously updatable) are needed. In this paper we derive concurrent data structures for implementing priority queues. We show how priority queue operations can be implemented on distributed-memory message-passing multiprocessors with hypercube topology. Three different implementations will be presented. The first implementation is based on heap data structure. The heap is mapped into a linear chain of processors which is then embedded into the hypercube. The other two implementations are based on banyan heap data structure. They differ in the way that the banyan heap is mapped into the hypercube. The key advantage of banyan heap over the heap is that with banyan heap it is possible to retrieve elements at different percentile levels.
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1 Introduction

Priority queue data structure is a very important data structure which has found application in varieties of situations such as: discretion event simulation systems, time-shared computing system, finding shortest paths in a graph [17], finding the minimum spanning tree of a graph [17], and iteration in numerical schemes based on the idea of repeated selection of an item with smallest test criteria [16], to mention a few.

Such a data structure is a set of elements each of which has an associated number, its priority for it. For each element $x, p(x)$, the priority of $x$ is a number from some linearly ordered set. Standard operations on a priority queue are \texttt{INSERT}, which inserts an element and its associated priority into the priority queue, and \texttt{XMAX}, which deletes the element with the highest priority from the queue. Let $P$ denote the set of all element-priority pairs. Define
\[ P(s) = \{(x,p(x)) | p(x) = s \text{ and } (x,p(x)) \in P\}; \]

The effect of priority queue operations are as follows:

**INSERT** \((x,p(x))\):

\[ P = P \cup \{(x,p(x))\} \]

Response is null.

**XMAX**:

\[ P = P - P(p_{max}) \text{ where } P(p_{max}) \text{ is the pair with the highest priority.} \]

Response is \(P(p_{max})\).

Since most of the applications of priority queues are computationally intensive, it is important to have an efficient implementation. Three kinds of implementations of priority queue have been reported in the literatures: sequential algorithms for implementation on uniprocessor, parallel algorithmic architectures for realization on hardware, and parallel algorithms for implementation on parallel computers.

There are number of implementations for priority queue on a uniprocessor. Priority queue can be maintained as a sorted list, in which case, deleting the element with the highest priority takes \(O(1)\) time but insertion takes \(O(N)\) time, or it can be maintained as an unsorted list, in which case insertion takes constant time but \(XMAX\) takes \(O(N)\) time. \(N\) is the number of element-priority pairs in the priority queue. Other implementations which lend themselves to logarithmic time are height or weight balanced tree, partially ordered tree(heaps), leftist trees suggested by C. A. Crane [30], pagodas [37], skew heaps [38], implicit heaps [30], and binomial queues [39]. The most widely used implementation of priority queue is with a heap data structure. A heap is a full k-array tree such that the priority of the element at any node in the tree is greater than priority of the element at each of its children. (Note that the definition of heap given here is slightly different from) Thus the element with the highest priority is always at the root of the heap. Operation **INSERT** is performed by adding the pair to the last level of the heap and then converting the resulting complete tree into a heap by pushing that pair up the tree recursively. **XMAX** works by replacing the pair at root with the pair residing in the rightmost node of the last level of of heap and then converting the resulting complete tree into a heap by pushing the pair at the root down the tree recursively. If \(k = 2\) then we have binary heap which is the most widely studied special case.

A number of multiprocessor design for maintaining priority queue have been proposed in the literatures. These design can be classified into two main groups. 1) designs with small number of processors each having an small amount of memory, and 2) designs with small number of processors each having a large amount of memory. Group 1 designs [13,22-27,33] which in turn can be classified into systolic tree designs and systolic array designs are suitable for implementation by VLSI hardware whereas group two designs [2,11,29] can be implemented either in VLSI or any general purpose tightly or loosely coupled multiprocessor architecture.
Existing algorithms for multiprocessors are divided into two groups: those for shared memory multiprocessors and those for distributed memory multiprocessors. When designing algorithm for shared memory multiprocessors the focus is on reducing the interference between concurrent processes accessing the data structure whereas in the case of distributed memory multiprocessor the focus is on exploiting the parallelism in the data structure. Concurrent algorithms for manipulating binary tree due to Kung and Leham [18], concurrent algorithms for B-tree due to Lehman and Yao [19], algorithms for concurrent search and insertion of data in AVL-tree and 2-3 trees due to Ellis [20,21], concurrent algorithm for insertion and deletion on the heap due to Rao and Kumar [8], and Bawas and Browne [1] are examples of algorithms for shared-memory multiprocessor. Examples of algorithms for distributed memory multiprocessor are: balanced cube due to Daly [9] and sorted chain due to Omond and Brock. Both of these algorithms are for dictionary data structure for implementation on hypercube multiprocessor.

It should be noted that most of the machines or algorithms cited in this paper offer capabilities which go beyond priority queue operations. Other operations supported by most of the cited algorithms or machines are operations SEARCH, NEAR, UPDATE, and DELETE on set of key-record pairs. In the context of priority queue a record is the element and the corresponding key is the priority associated to that element.

In this paper we present three implementations of priority queue on distributed-memory message passing multiprocessor with hypercube topology. The first implementation is based on heap data structure. The heap is mapped into a linear chain of processors which is then embedded into hypercube. The other two implementations are based on banyan heap data structure. They differ in the way that the banyan is mapped into the hypercube. The key advantage of banyan heap over the heap is that with banyan heap it is possible to retrieve elements at different percentile levels. A hypercube computer is briefly described below.

An d dimensional hypercube machine consists of \(2^d = n\) processor nodes interconnected to one another to form an d dimensional cube. In an d dimensional cube two nodes are connected if and only if the binary representation of their numbers differ by one and only one bit. Each processor node in the hypercube has a processor and a local memory for that processor. The processors work independently and asynchronously and communicate by passing messages [5]. Examples of 1 , 2 , 3, and 4 dimensional Hpercube are shown in figure 1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a heap based implementation of priority queue on a distributed-memory message passing. Section 3 defines banyan graphs and banyan heaps. In section 4 we discuss two different implementations for banyan heap and derive analytical formula for the percentile level of a retrieved element. The last section is the conclusion.

2 First Implementation

This Implementation is based on heap data structure. The heap is first mapped into a linear chain of n processors. This chain is then embedded into the hypercube in such a way
as to preserve the proximity property, i.e., so that any two adjacent processors in the chain are mapped into neighbor nodes in the hpercube [3]. The use of Gray codes is one known technique to obtain a mapping which preserve the proximity property. This technique can be explained as follows: If the binary representation of the node number in the chain is \( b_{d-1}b_{d-2}\ldots b_0 \), then it is mapped into the node in the hpercube whose number \( c_{d-1}c_{d-2}\ldots c_0 \), is determined by the following equations.

\[
\begin{align*}
c_i &= b_i + b_{i+1}, \text{ if } (i < d - 1) \\
c_i &= b_i, \text{ if } i = d - 1
\end{align*}
\]

For example, node number 26 (011010) in the chain is mapped into node 23(010111) in the hpercube. If \( 2^d < \log N \) then more than one level of the heap may be assigned to a single processor in the chain. This extension will not be discussed here.

Processor \( p_i \), \( 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \), of the chain stores the \( i \)th level of the heap. Each node has 6 fields: DATA, PRIORITY, LCHILD, RCHILD, LEMPTYNODES, and REMPTYNODES. For a node, the DATA field holds an element and the PRIORITY field holds the priority associated with that element, LCHILD and RCHILD holds respectively pointers to the leftchild and rightchild of that node, and LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES hold the number of null nodes (nodes with no information) in the left and right subtrees of that node. Initially, the DATA field of all the nodes are set to null and the PRIORITY field of all the nodes are set to \(-1\). The LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES fields of all the nodes at level \( i \) are initialized to \( 2^{n-i} - 1 \). These two fields are updated as data elements are inserted into or deleted from the heap. Information about the number of empty nodes is used by INSERT operation to decide which path in the heap should be followed during the insertion process. Lack of such information may lead to an overflow situation in the last processor. This happens if the INSERT operation moves along a path in which all the nodes are non-empty. Now we describe operations XMAX and INSERT.

The process running on each processor in the hpercube consists of two distinct parts. The first part belongs to the application that runs on all the processors of the hpercube. The second part, called executive, is responsible for the execution of the priority queue operations. We use \( E_i \) to denote the resident executive of processor \( p_i \). An executive can receive and process many messages simultaneously. Priority queue operations are initiated by the application part of the processes running on the processors of the hpercube. An operation issued by a process is communicated to the executive of that process. The executive then sends that operation to the processor at the head of the chain (\( p_0 \)) for execution. The priority queue operations received by processor \( p_0 \) will be executed in a pipelined fashion along the chain of processors. The response to the XMAX operation produced by \( p_0 \) is forwarded to the processor which originally initiated the operation. An executive receives instruction either from another executive or from the application part of the process to which it belongs.

The algorithms for XMAX and INSERT are different from their sequential counterparts in that they both perform the restructuring process from the top. The following algorithm
explains the INSERT operation when insertion is performed from the top. This new INSERT operation traverse the heap from the top to perform the restructuring process and unlike conventional algorithm it does not necessarily expand the heap level by level.

**XMAX operation:** When executive $E_0$ receives operation XMAX from another executive or from the application part of its own process it generates an operation called ADJUST which propagates through the chain of processors and converts the binary tree (after the root is removed) into a heap. With respect to operation XMAX, all the processors except processor $p_1$ perform the same set of actions. We describe operation XMAX as follows:

processor $p_1$: When processor $p_1$ receives operation XMAX, it reports the element with the highest priority to the processor that issued the XMAX operation and then sends operation ADJUST to processor $p_1$.

processor $p_i$, ($0 < i < n$): Let $p$ be the address of the node in the local memory of processor $p_{i-1}$ whose value had been moved up or reported by processor $p_{i-1}$ in the previous step. On receiving operation adjust($p$) by $p_i$, it finds the child of node $p$, $q$, that contains the element with higher priority, sends DATA$(q)$ to $p_{i-1}$ to replace DATA$(p)$, and next sends adjust($q$) to processor $p_{i+1}$. Processor $p_{i-1}$, ($i > 1$), after filling up the node $p$ with DATA$(q)$, increases the LEMPTYNODES or REMPTYNODES field of node $p$ by one depending on whether $q$ has been the address of left or right child of node $p$. If both children of node $p$ are empty then processor $p_i$ will not generate any more adjust operation; it only sends a message to processor $p_{i-1}$ asking to empty node $p$. No processor will receive an adjust operation until the most recent adjust operation issued by that processor is completely executed by its neighboring processor.

**INSERT operation:** When processor $p_i$, ($0 \leq i \leq n$), receives operation INSERT($p$, item) it performs the following actions. It first compares the priority of DATA$(p)$ with the priority of item, if the priority of item is greater than that of DATA$(p)$ it replaces DATA$(p)$ by item and then issues INSERT($q$, DATA$(p)$) to processor $p_{i+1}$. If the priority of item is less than that of DATA$(p)$, then processor $p_i$ only sends INSERT($q$, item) to $p_{i+1}$. $Q$ is the address of the right child of node $p$ if LEMPTYNODES$(p) <$ REMPTYNODES$(p)$ and is the address of the left child of node $p$ if LEMPTYNODES$(p) >$ REMPTYNODES$(p)$. Processor $p_i$ also decreases the LEMPTYNODES$(p)$ or REMPTYNODES$(p)$ by one, depending on whether the item will be inserted into the right ($q = $RCHLD$(p)$) or left ($q = $LCHLD$(p)$) subtree of node $p$. INSERT operation will not be propagated further down if node $p$ is a null node which in that case the only action performed by processor $p_i$ is to store the element in DATA$(p)$.

The response time for XMAX is $O(\log N)$. Because it takes $O(\log N)$ time for XMAX operation to reach processor $p_0$ and it also takes $O(\log N)$ time to send the result produced at processor $p_0$ back to the processor which initiated the operation. The pipeline period for both the XMAX and INSERT operations is $O(1)$, independent of the length of the chain of processors. The execution time for each of the XMAX or INSERT operation is $O(\log N)$. 
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This is due to the fact that it may take $O(\log N)$ time for a new element to find its correct place within the heap or to fill up the gap produced as a result of $XMAX$ operation.

Remark 1 Information stored in the LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES fields of the nodes are used by the $INSERT$ operation to decide which path in the heap should be followed during the insertion process. This unique path can be also computed on the fly by the $INSERT$ operation [5,8]. This requires the system to maintain two pieces of information: last, the index of the last nonempty node of the heap and first, the index of the leftmost node in the deepest level of the heap which contains at least one nonempty node. Let $I = last - first$ and $p = \log last$. Number $I$ can be expressed as a $p$ bit binary number. The binary representation of $I$ tells us whether to go to the right or left when we travel down the heap. At level $i$ we use the $i^{th}$ bit of $I$ from the left to decide whether to go to the right (if 1) or left (if 0). Root of the heap is at level 1. Figure 2 illustrate the path followed by the $INSERT$ operation and its corresponding bit pattern when $last = 13$ and $first = 8$. This procedure can be extended to apply to a $k$-ary heap where $k = 2^h$. If $I = last - first$ and $p = \log last$. Then at level $i$ of the heap we use $(i+1)^{th}$ bits of binary representation of $I$ to choose the node at the next level of the heap. The advantage of this procedure over the one described above is that it requires less memory space and also it expands the heap level by level just as in the conventional sequential algorithm. The usefulness of information about the number of empty nodes of the left and right subtree of the nodes become apparent when we talk about banyan heap in the following sections.

3 Banyan graphs and banyan heaps

A banyan graph is a Hasse diagram [34] of a partial ordering in which there is only one path from any base to any apex. A base is defined as any vertex with no arcs incident out of it and an apex is defined as any vertex with no arcs incident into it. A vertex that is neither an apex nor a base vertex is called an intermediate vertex.

An $L$-level banyan is a banyan in which the path from base to apex (or apex to base) is of length $L$. Therefore, in an $L$-level banyan, there are $L+1$ level of nodes and $L$-level of edges. By convention, apexes are considered to be at level 0 and bases at level $L$. In a banyan graph, the outdegree and the indegree of a node are called spread and fanout of that node. If there is an edge between two nodes, $x$ at level $i$ and $y$ at level $i+1$, then we say $y$ is the parent of $x$, and $x$ is the child of $y$.

Definition 1 A banyan is called a uniform banyan if all the nodes within the same level have identical spread and fanout.

In a uniform banyan, the fanout and spread values may be characterized by $L$ component vectors, $F = (f_0, f_1, ..., f_{L-1})$ and $S = (s_1, s_2, ..., s_L)$, the fanout vector and spread vector, respectively, where $s_i$ and $f_i$ denotes the spread and fanout of a node at level $i$.

Definition 2 If $s_{i+1} = f_i$ ($0 \leq i \leq L - 1$), that is $F = S$, then the banyan is called rectangular. If $s_{i+1} \neq s_i$ for some $i$, then the banyan is non-rectangular.
Definition 3 A banyan is said to be regular if $s_i = s$, $(1 \leq i \leq L)$, and $f_i = f$, $(0 \leq i \leq L - 1)$, for some constant $s$ and $f$. Otherwise it is said to be irregular.

Definition 4 A banyan is an SW banyan if it has the following two additional properties:

a) Two nodes at an intermediate level $i$, have either no or all common parents at level $i - 1$.

b) Two nodes at intermediate level $i$ have either no or all common children at level $i + 1$.

Definition 5 An SW-banyan is said to be rectangular if it is regular and $s_i = d$, $(1 \leq i \leq L)$, and $f_i = d$, $(1 \leq i \leq L - 1)$, for some constant $d$.

Having introduced the notation and definitions we define Banyan heap.

Definition 6 An $L$-level banyan heap is an $L$-level banyan such that the priority of the element at each node is equal or greater than the priorities of the elements at each of its children.

Figure 3 shows an example of 4-level rectangular banyan heap. In this report we study the implementation of MxM rectangular SW-banyan heap with $d = 2$ on a n-cube where $2^n = \log M + 1$. $M$ is the number of apexes. The restriction to MxM rectangular SW-banyan is in the interest of simplicity of presentation. In such banyans the number of levels is $\log M + 1$.

Each node in the banyan heap has six fields: DATA, PRIORITY, LCHILD, RCHILD, LEMPTYNODES, and REMPTYNODES. In addition to the above six fields, each apex has another field called NEXT. This field is used to link apexes together. Initially, the DATA field of all the nodes are set to null and the priority field of all the nodes are set to $-1$. To initialize these fields, first partition the heap into $N$ disjoint binary trees and then use the same rule as for the first design to initialize the LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES fields of the nodes in each partition. The partitioning process starts with the leftmost apex and continues in increasing order of the apex numbers. The leftmost apex is numbered 1. Partition $i$ is the set of all nodes which are reachable from apex $i$ by moving down the heap and are not part of partition $i - 1$. The root of the binary tree in partition $i$ is apex $i$. The depth of a partition is the depth of the corresponding binary tree. The set of partitions and the initial settings of LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES fields for an 8x8 SW-banyan is given in figure 4.

Definition 7 An $L$-level partitioned banyan heap is an $L$-level banyan such that each partition of the banyan (as defined above) is a binary heap.

Definition 8 A partitioned $L$-level banyan heap is said to be full up to apex $d$ if all the nodes in partitions $j$, $(j < d)$, are non-null and the nodes in the remaining partitions are null.

Definition 9 A node in a banyan heap is said to be reachable by partition from apex $i$ if its parent is reachable by partition from apex $i$. Node $l$ at level $j + 1$ is reachable by partition from node $k$ at level $j$ if node $l$ either has non-zero REMPTYNODES and it is the right child of node $l$, or has non-zero LEMPTYNODES and it is the left child of node $l$. An apex is reachable by partition from itself.
Remark 2 The null nodes which are reachable by partition from a given apex will be filled up by insertions initiated at that apex unless the reachability of the nodes will change by a later deletion operation initiated at some other apexes. Reachability does not imply reachability by partition.

4 Second Implementation

The effective implementation of banyan heap on hypercube requires efficient mapping of the banyan structure among the processors of the hypercube. We examine two such mappings. The first mapping is obtained by first mapping the banyan into a linear chain and then embed the chain into the cube. See figure 5. The second mapping is obtained by collapsing columns of the banyan into single processors [34]. Each base-apex path in the banyan with identically labeled vertices is mapped into one processor in the hypercube with the same label. According to this mapping if two nodes are adjacent in the banyan then they are mapped into two adjacent processors in the hypercube, those having labels that differ exactly in the $i^{th}$ digit. See figure 6 for an example. In this section we consider the first mapping.

Before we give a detailed description of the operations XMAX and INSERT we show how to compute the addresses of the children of a given node. The nodes at a given level are stored sequentially in an array of size $M$ in the local memory of the corresponding processor. Let $n_{il}$ denote the $i^{th}$ node on the $l^{th}$ level of the banyan where $0 < i \leq M, 0 \leq l \leq (\log M + 1)$. Then $n_{il}$ is connected to two nodes $n_{i+l}^{(i)}$ and $n_{i+l}^{(i)}$, where $m$ is the integer found by inverting the $i^{th}$ most significant bit in the binary representation of $i$. We call nodes $n_{i+l}^{(i)}$ and $n_{i+l}^{(i)}$ the right and left children of node $n_{il}$, respectively. Therefore, the left child and right child of node $i$ at level $k$ are stored respectively in the $r^{th}$ location and $m^{th}$ location of the array residing in the local memory of processor $k + 1$.

All the XMAX and INSERT operations initiated at different processors are sent to the head of the embedded chain and executed in a pipelined manner. When operation INSERT is received by processor $p_0$, it first finds the leftmost partition which has at least one empty node. This can be done using information stored in the REMPTYNODES and LEMPTYNODES fields of the apexes in $O(M)$ time. It then pushes the element requested to be inserted down the banyan heap using operation insert-adjust. The operation insert-adjust pushes the element down (along the paths from the root of the partition to the bases) until it finds its correct position. This needs $O(\log M)$ time. Thus INSERT is an $O(M)$ operation.

In the codes given below we use the following syntax and semantic for send and receive instructions. The instruction Send(<processor>;<instruction>) sends instruction <instruction> to processor <processor> for execution. The execution of receive(<processor>,<information>) causes the information specified by the second argument be obtained from processor <processor> and forwarded to the requesting processor (the processor executing the receive instruction). A receive instruction executed by processor $p_i$ is not complete until a message is received from processor $p_{i+1}$.
Upon receiving \( \text{INSERT}(p, (\text{item}, \text{priority})) \) by processor \( p_0 \), it executes the following codes. \( p \) is the address of the leftmost apex, and \((\text{item}, \text{priority})\) is the pair requested to be inserted.

found ← false
While (not found ) do
  if DATA(p) ≠ null then
    if priority > PRIORITY(p)
      begin
        if LEMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 or REMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 then
          begin
            if LEMPTYNODES(p) > REMPTYNODES(p) then
              begin
                p' ← RCHILD(p);
                REMPTYNODES(p) ← REMPTYNODES(p) - 1
              end
            else
              begin
                p' ← LCHILD(p);
                LEMPTYNODES(p) ← LEMPTYNODES(p) - 1
              end
            send(\( P_2 \), \text{insert-adj}(p', \text{DATA}(p)));
            DATA(p) ← item; PRIORITY(p) ← priority;
            found ← true
          end
        end
      end
    else
      if (priority < PRIORITY(p))
      begin
        if LEMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 or REMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 then
          begin
            if LEMPTYNODES(p) > REMPTYNODES(p) then
              begin
                p' ← LCHILD(p);
                LEMPTYNODES(p) ← LEMPTYNODES(p) - 1
              end
            else
              begin
                p' ← RCHILD(p);
                REMPTYNODES(p) ← REMPTYNODES(p) - 1
              end
          end
      end
  end
end
to insert the elements in such a way that the element with the highest priority is always available at the leftmost apex in which case locating the correct apex to initiate the insertion takes $O(M)$ time. This method seems to be more efficient due to the fact a portion of the time spent to find the correct position can be overlapped with the time spent to locate an apex with zero \textsc{remptynodes} or zero \textsc{emptynodes}. In the algorithms presented above we have used the first approach. The second approach will be reported in another report.

From the properties of SW-banyan graphs and the above algorithms, we can state the following results.

**Theorem 1** Operation $\textsc{xmax}$ requires $O(M)$ time to complete.

**Theorem 2** Operation $\textsc{insert}$ requires $O(M)$ time to complete.

**Theorem 3** The second implementation offers $O(M/\log M)$ throughput.

**Lemma 1** a) The insert-adjust operation never encounters a node which is non-null and has zero \textsc{emptynodes} and zero \textsc{remptynodes}. b) The insert-adjust operation always finds a null node to insert its element.

**Proof** a) If operation $\textsc{xmax-adjust}$ encountered a non-null node with \textsc{remptynodes} and \textsc{emptynodes} fields equal to zero then it must have been initiated from an apex with both \textsc{remptynodes} and \textsc{emptynodes} equal to zero. This is impossible according to the algorithm for INSERT. b) Proof is immediate from the proof of part a and the definitions of \textsc{emptynodes} and \textsc{remptynodes}.

**Remark 4** Deletion of an element from partition $i$ may cause one of the elements in other partitions whose nodes are reachable from apex $i$ to become null. This happens if a delete operation causes the $\textsc{xmax-adjust}$, on its way down the heap, to move up the content of one of the leaf nodes of partition $i$ to fill up its parent which has been emptied by $\textsc{xmax-adjust}$ operation at the previous step. The emptiness of this node now will be reflected in the \textsc{remptynodes} or \textsc{emptynodes} of apex $i$. This node is now reachable by partition from apex $i$ and will be filled by an insertion initiated at apex $i$. The maximum number of nodes that may become reachable by partition from apex $i$ as a result of a deletion is equal to $(L+1) - L'$, where $L'$ is the depth of partition $i$.

**Lemma 2** Zero \textsc{remptynodes} and zero \textsc{emptynodes} for an apex does not imply that all the nodes in the corresponding partition are non-null.

**Proof** From remark 3.

**Lemma 3** Apex $i$, $(1 \leq i \leq N)$, always contains the element which has the highest priority among the elements stored in the nodes of partition $i$. 
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send(p2, 'insert-adjust(p', (item, priority)'));
found = true
end
else
p ← NEXT(p)
else
begin
DATA(p) ← item;
PRIORITY(p) ← priority
end;

Processor P_i, (2 ≤ i ≤ L), upon receiving insert-adjust(p,(item,priority)) executes the following codes:

if DATA(p) ≠ null then
  if priority > PRIORITY(p) then
    begin
      if LEMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 or REMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 then
        begin
          if LEMPTYNODES(p) > REMPTYNODES(p) then
            begin
              p' ← LCHILD(p);
              LEMPTYNODES(p) ← LEMPTYNODES(p) - 1
            end
          else
            begin
              p' ← RCHILD(p);
              REMPTYNODES(p) ← REMPTYNODES(p) - 1
            end
          end
        end
      end
    end
  end
  send(p_{i+1}, 'insert-adjust(p', (DATA(p), PRIORITY(p)));
  DATA(p) ← item; PRIORITY(p) ← priority
end
else
begin
  if LEMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 or REMPTYNODES(p) ≠ 0 then
    begin
      if LEMPTYNODES(p) > REMPTYNODES(p) then
        begin
          p' ← RCHILD(p);
          REMPTYNODES(p) ← REMPTYNODES(p) - 1
        end
    end
end
else
  begin
    p' ← LCHILD(p);
    LEMPTYNODES(p) ← LEMPTYNODES(p) − 1
  end
send(p_{i+1}, 'insert-adjust(p', (item, priority)))';
else
  begin
    DATA(p) ← item;
    PRIORITY(p) ← priority
  end
else
  begin
    DATA(p) ← item;
    PRIORITY(p) ← priority
  end;

\textit{XMAX} operation first locates the apex which contains the element with the highest priority, reports that element to the outside world, and then fills up that apex with the element in one of its children. \textit{xmax-adjust} is responsible for restructuring the banyan as it moves down the heap. When \textit{XMAX}(p) is received by processor \textit{p_1}, it executes the following codes. \textit{p} is the address of the leftmost apex. This address is known to the outside world (front end computer).

\begin{verbatim}
p' ← p
while NEXT(p) ≠ nil and DATA(NEXT(p)) ≠ null do
  begin
    if PRIORITY(p) > PRIORITY(NEXT(p)) then p' ← p
    p ← NEXT(p)
  end
send('outside world', DATA(p'));
receive (p_2, ((PRIORITY(RCHILD(p')), DATA(RCHILD(p'))),
             (PRIORITY(LCHILD(p')), DATA(LCHILD(p'))))
if DATA(RCHILD(p')) ≠ null or DATA(LCHILD(p')) ≠ null then
  if DATA(RCHILD(p')) > DATA(LCHILD(p')) then
    begin
      DATA(p') ← DATA(RCHILD(p'));
      PRIORITY(p') ← PRIORITY(RCHILD(p'));
      LEMPTYNODES(p') ← LEMPTYNODES(p') + 1;
      send(p_2, 'xmax-adjust(RCHILD(p'))'
\end{verbatim}
end
else
begin
DATA(p') ← DATA(LCHILD(p'));
PRIORITY(p') ← PRIORITY(LCHILD(p'));
EMPTYNODES(p') ← EMPTYNODES(p') + 1;
send (p, 'xmax-adjust(LCHILD(p'))
end
else
begin
DATA(p') ← null;
PRIORITY(p') ← -1
end

Processor \( p_i \) \((2 \leq i \leq L)\), upon receiving \( x_{\text{max-adjust}}(p) \) executes the following codes:

\[
\text{receive}(p_{i+1}, ((\text{PRIORITY}(RCHILD(p)), \text{DATA}(RCHILD(p)))), \text{DATA}(LCHILD(p))) );
\]
if \( \text{DATA}(RCHILD(p)) \neq \text{null} \) or \( \text{DATA}(LCHILD(p)) \neq \text{null} \) then
if \( \text{DATA}(RCHILD(p)) > \text{DATA}(LCHILD(p)) \) then
begin
DATA(p) ← DATA(RCHILD(p));
PRIORITY(p) ← PRIORITY(RCHILD(p));
EMPTYNODES(p) ← EMPTYNODES(p) + 1;
send(p_{i+1}, 'xmax-adjust(RCHILD(p'))
end
else
begin
DATA(p) ← DATA(LCHILD(p));
PRIORITY(p) ← PRIORITY(LCHILD(p));
EMPTYNODES(p) ← PRIORITY(p) + 1;
send(p_{i+1}, 'xmax-adjust(LCHILD(p'))
end
else
begin
DATA(p) ← null;
PRIORITY(p) ← -1
end

Remark 3 The elements stored in the apex nodes are not ranked in any particular order. This speeds up the insertion process, but lead to \( O(M) \) time for deletion. It is possible
Proof From algorithms for XMAX, zmax-adjust, INSERT, and insert-adjust.

Lemma 4 The element with the highest priority is always reported by operation XMAX.

Proof: From lemma 4 and the first part of algorithm for XMAX.

Definition 10 A partition induced by LEMPTYNODES and REMPTYNODES fields of apex i is the set of all nodes which are reachable by partition from apex i.

5 Retrieval at Percentile Levels

One of the most important advantages of banyan heap machine over the binary heap machine is that it is possible to retrieve elements at different percentile levels. In this section we derive formulas for the percentile level of the element reported by operation XMAX for different cases.

Definition 11 An element removed from a banyan heap is at percentile c if at least c percent of the elements stored in the heap have priority less than or equal to the priority of the deleted element.

We define REMPTYNODES, and LEMPTYNODES, to denote respectively the value of REMPTYNODES field and LEMPTYNODES field of apex i. The proof of the following 4 lemmas are immediate from the definitions of REMPTYNODES and LEMPTYNODES.

Lemma 5 The total number of null nodes which are reachable by partition from apex i is REMPTYNODES, + LEMPTYNODES,.

Lemma 6 If an MxM partitioned rectangular SW-banyan banyan heap is full up to apex d then
\[ \sum_{j=1}^{d} (\text{REMPTYNODES}_j + \text{LEMPYTNODES}_j) = 0. \]

Lemma 7 In an MxM rectangular SW-banyan, the total number of null nodes reachable by partition from apexes 1 through d, written NULLNODES(M,d), is given by:

\[ \text{NULLNODES}(M,d) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} (\text{REMPTYNODES}_i + \text{LEMPYTNODES}_i) + K. \]

where K is the number of null apexes i, (i ≤ d).

Lemma 8 The total number of non-null nodes in a MxM partitioned rectangular SW-banyan, written NONNULLNODES(M,M), is M(\log M + 1) - NULLNODES(M,M).
Lemma 9: The total number of partitions of depth \( k \) in a full partitioned banyan heap up to apex \( d \), written \( NP_k \), is given by:

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2} \right\rfloor
\]

where \( NP_1 = \left\lfloor \frac{d}{2} \right\rfloor \).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on \( d \).

Basis: For \( d = 1 \), \( NP_j = 0 \) for all \( 1 \leq j \leq \log N + 1 \).

Induction: Assume that

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2} \right\rfloor.
\]

Consider \( d+1 \). Either \( d \) is even or it is odd. If \( d \) is even then apex \( d+1 \) is the root of a partition with depth 1. Therefore,

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d + 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j - (NP_1 + 1)}{2} \right\rfloor,
\]

that is,

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2} \right\rfloor.
\]

For the case that \( d \) is odd we consider two subcases: Apex \( d+1 \) is either the root of a partition of depth \( k \) or it is the root of a partition with depth \( h \), \( (h < k) \). If \( d+1 \) is the root of a partition of depth \( d \) then we will have

\[
NP_k + 1 = \left\lfloor \frac{d + 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2} \right\rfloor.
\]

Since \( d \) is even then we have

\[
NP_k + 1 = 1 + \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2},
\]

or

\[
NP_k = \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2}.
\]

If apex \( d+1 \) is the root of a partition with depth \( h \) where \( 1 \leq h < \log N + 1 \) and \( h \neq k \) then we have

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d + 1 - \sum_{1 \leq j \leq k-1,j \neq h} NP_j - (NP_h + 1)}{2} \right\rfloor,
\]

or

\[
NP_k = \left\lfloor \frac{d - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} NP_j}{2} \right\rfloor.
\]
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Lemma 10: The total number of non-null nodes in a full MxM partitioned rectangular SW-banyan up to apex d, written \( \text{size}(M, d) \), is given by:

\[
\text{size}(M, d) = \sum_{k=0}^{M \log_2 M} 2^k + \sum_{j=1}^{d} NP_j 2^j
\]

Proof: From lemma 9.

Lemma 11: If an MxM rectangular SW-banyan partitioned heap is full up to apex d then the element stored at apex 1 is at percentile level

\[
\frac{(2M - 1) \cdot 100}{\text{size}(M, d)}
\]

Proof: \( \text{size}(M, d) \) is the total number of nodes in an MxM rectangular SW-banyan heap which is full up to apex d and \( 2M - 1 \) is the total number of nodes in partition 1.

Lemma 12: In an MxM partitioned rectangular SW-banyan heap which is full up to apex d, if operation XMAX investigates \( i, i < d \), non-null apexes then the percentile of the reported element is

\[
\frac{\text{size}(M, i) \cdot 100}{\text{size}(M, d)}
\]

Proof: From lemma 10.

Lemma 13: If operation XMAX examines apexes 1 through d in an MxM rectangular banyan heap then the percentile of the reported element is smaller than or equal to

\[
\frac{\text{size}(M, d) \cdot 100}{(\text{size}(M, M) - \text{NULLNODES}(M, M))}
\]

Proof: If a banyan heap is full up to apex d then by lemma 12 the percentile of the element reported by operation XMAX is

\[
\frac{\text{size}(M, d) \cdot 100}{\text{size}(M, d)}
\]

By lemma 7, this can be written as

\[
\frac{\text{size}(M, d) \cdot 100}{(\text{size}(M, M) - \text{NULLNODES}(M, M))}
\]

But the banyan is not full up to apex d and therefore some of the nodes which are reachable from apexes 1 to d are null. Let F be the total number of such nodes. Therefore the percentile of the element reported by XMAX operation will be

\[
\frac{(\text{size}(M, d) - F) \cdot 100}{(\text{size}(M, M) - \text{NULLNODES}(M, M))}
\]

This proves the lemma.
Remark 5 Priority queue can also be implemented as banyan heap. A partitioned banyan heap can be converted into a banyan heap by an operation called \textit{adjust}. \( M \log M - 2 \) \textit{adjust} operations are broadcast by XMAX operation when it inserts an element into an empty partition. These \textit{adjust} operations cause some the elements in the nodes of those partitions which are reachable from apex 1 to move up and fill up the nodes of partition 1. As a result, all the nodes whose contents (empty or non-empty) have been moved by \textit{adjust} operation become reachable by partition from apex 1. It should be noted that some of the \textit{adjust} operation initiated at processor \( p_0 \) by XMAX operation may not have any effect on the structure of the heap.

The advantage of banyan heap over partitioned banyan heap is that it allows a more uniform distribution of data elements among the partition in the heap and leads to a more uniform increase in the percentile level of the reported element as the number of examined apexes is increased.

Algorithms for XMAX, xmax-\textit{adjust} and insert-\textit{adjust} are the same as partitioned banyan heap. The operation \textit{INSERT} and the new operation \textit{adjust} is described in detail in [4].

6 Third implementation

In the first two implementations, processor \( p_0 \) becomes a bottleneck because all the operations must pass through this processor. This limits the potential concurrency of these two implementations and prevent them from fully utilizing the hypercube topology. The second mapping, described in the previous section, leads to an implementation that tends to distribute the load among the processors more evenly and achieve greater concurrency than the other two implementations.

The second mapping maps each column of the banyan heap into a unique processor, a processor whose number is the same as the number of that column. Thus, if a node is assigned to processor \( x \) then the left child of that node is stored in processor \( x \) and the right child is stored in a processor which is adjacent to processor \( x \) and whose address is \( m \) where \( m \) is the integer computed by inverting the \( i^{th} \) most significant bit in the binary representation of \( 1 \). The nodes in a given column of the banyan heap is stored sequentially in an array of size \( \log M + 1 \) in the local memory of its processor.

The algorithmic principles of XMAX and INSERT operations are the same as the second implementation. But since now columns of the heap are stored in distinct processors in the hypercube, the operation of computing the leftmost partition that has at least one empty node (as part of INSERT operation) and the operation of locating the apex with the highest priority (as part of XMAX operation) can be performed in \( O(\log M) \) rather than \( O(M) \). This leads to the total response time of \( O(\log M) \) for XMAX operation as will be discussed later in this section.

To implement the priority queue operations we need two operations: Global broadcast and Global min. Global broadcast is used to distribute a message to all the node in the hypercube, and global min is used to compute the minimum of a list of items which are distributed among the processors of the hypercube [6]. Below we describe algorithms for
these two operations.

Global broadcast: The procedure is based on the idea of fanout tree in which each node sends the message to all of its neighbors which have not already received it. The fanout tree rooted at node 0 for a 4 dimensional hypercube is given in figure 7. In the fanout tree each node sends the data to all neighbors on the list of neighbors of that node after the node they receive it from. Nodes in each of the list of neighbors are ordered by increasing node number. The fan out tree rooted at any other node r can be computed by taking the exclusive or of any node in the tree with r. See figure 8 for the fanout tree rooted at node 13. The following theorem due to Brandenburg and Scott [7] suggests an efficient implementation for this algorithm. The theorem is followed by the code executed by node x upon receiving a message from node z.

Theorem 4. If the root r sends to everybody and each other node z, which receives a message from z, sends it on to all neighbors y = z + 2^j such that 2^j > z + z, then the resulting fanout tree is the same as that obtained from exclusive or with r of tree rooted at zero.

\[ p \leftarrow 2^d \]
\[ \text{bit} \leftarrow 2 \times z + z; \]
\[ \text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } d \text{ do} \]
\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{begin} \\
&\quad \text{if (bit \neq p) then} \\
&\quad \quad \begin{align*}
&\quad \quad \text{begin} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{node} \leftarrow x + \text{bit}; \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{send the message to node NODE;} \\
&\quad \quad \text{end} \\
&\quad \text{bit} \leftarrow 2 \times \text{bit} \\
&\quad \text{end}
\end{align*}
\end{align*} \]

Global Min: The algorithm for this operation is also based on the idea of fanout tree. In the fanout tree, each node computes the minimum of its current item and those of its children and then pass it to its parent. The execution of the code for Global Min at different processors will be started when a message is received from the root of the corresponding fanout tree requesting the computation of the minimum. Below is the code for Global Min executed by the nodes of the fanout tree upon receiving the Global Min signal.
\[ p = 2^N \]
\[ \text{bit} = p/2 \]
while (bit > NODE) do
begin
receive a value in VAL from one of the
children of node NODE;
\[ x = \min(\text{VAL}, x); \]
\[ \text{bit} = \text{bit}/2 \]
end
\n\[ \text{nnode} = (\text{root} + \text{NODE}) \]
\[ \text{PARENT} = (\text{nnode} + \text{bit}) \]
send x to PARENT

Operations XMAX and INSERT for this implementation are described below.

**INSERT**: An INSERT operation initiated at node x first computes the address of the
leftmost apex y whose partition has at least one empty node (using Global Min operation).
The new pair of element-priority pair is then sent from node x to the node which contains
apex y. The pair will be inserted into the partition whose root is apex y according to the
procedure described for the second implementation.

The problem with the INSERT operation as given above is that an insertion operation
may find a partition (reported to have empty positions) full when it tries to insert a pair
into that partition, and therefore blocked and unable to proceed. This is caused by allowing
several INSERT operations to search the list of apexes concurrently for their point of
insertions, which as a result more than one INSERT operation may receive the same apex
whose corresponding partition has only one empty position as the point of insertion. In this
situation a new INSERT operation may be reissued at the node which blocked the insertion.

**XMAX**: An XMAX operation initiated at node x first determines the apex which con-
tains the element with the highest priority (Using Global Min operation) and then send an
operation, called adjust, to the node containing that apex. Operation adjust first report
the element to node x, and then adjust the banyan heap as described in the previous section.

The problem with XMAX operation as described above is that due to concurrent access
to the list of apexes by several processors, the same apex may be reported to several
XMAX operations as the holder of the element with the highest priority. This may lead to
the situation in which elements returned and subsequently deleted by some of the XMAX
operation do not have the highest priority in the banyan heap at the time of removal. One
solution to this problem is to send all the XMAX operations (issued at different nodes) to
node \( p_0 \) and let node \( p_0 \) execute them sequentially. This limits the amount of concurrency
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obtainable in the system. The amount of obtainable concurrency starts to decrease due to this strategy when the number of elements in the banyan heap exceeds $2^{\log M + 1} - 1$ for the first time.

**Theorem 5** Operation XMAX requires $O(\log M)$ time to complete.
Proof: Operation XMAX consist of 3 parts:
1. finding the apex containing the element with the highest element.
2. reporting the element to the node initiated the operation.
3. adjusting the banyan heap
Each of these steps requires $O(\log M)$ time and hence the total time of $O(\log M)$ for XMAX operation.

**Theorem 6** Operation INSERT requires $O(\log M)$ time to complete.
Proof: Similar to theorem.

**Theorem 7** An XMAX operation needs no more than $2(M - 1) + 2 \cdot \log M$ communications.

**Theorem 8** Third implementation offers $O(M/\log M)$ throughput.
Proof: The third implementation can perform M operation at a time and each operation requires $O(\log M)$ time, and hence $O(M/\log M)$ throughput.
In what follows we first define few terms and then introduce the concept of consistency for concurrent data structure.

**Definition 12** Timestamp of an operation is the time at which the operation is initiated at a node and timestamp of a communication is the timestamp of the operation which generated that communication.

**Definition 13** Operations $O_1, O_2, O_3, \ldots, O_q$ with timestamps $t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_q$ are said to be a sequence of operations if $t_1 < t_2 < \ldots < t_q$ and operations $O_i$, $1 < i \leq q$ are the only operations issued between $t_1$ and $t_q$.

**Definition 14** A concurrent data structure is said to be consistent if the concurrent execution of any sequence of operations on the data structure gives the same result as executing the operations sequentially.

**Theorem 9** The third implementation is not consistent.
Proof: Consider a sequence of XMAX operations waiting in node $p_0$ for execution. Due to the fact that these XMAX operations are executed sequentially in increasing order of their timestamps, it is quiet possible for an INSERT operation which have a larger timestamp than any of the XMAX operations to be executed before all the XMAX operations are completed.
Theorem 10 The third implementation is consistent if an access made to an apex by an operation is not started unless all the operations with the lower timestamps have completed all their \(M+1\) accesses to the apexes.

Below we describe a procedure for making the third implementation consistent.

An operation is first recorded by all the processors in the hipercube. The processor which initiated the operation broadcast that operation together with its timestamp to all the processors using its fan out tree. The operation and its timestamp is added to the list of incomplete operations maintained by resident executive of each processor. After the operation is added to the list of incomplete operations by a processor, that processor send a notification signal to the processor initiated the operation. The notification signals issued by the processors are combined according to the fan out tree rooted at the processor which initiated the operation; no processor sends a notification signal to its parent in the fan out tree unless all its children have noted that operation. After the root processor received all the notification signals, the execution of the operation starts. During the execution of the operation no access is made to an apex unless all the operations with lower timestamps have completed their access to that apex. When an operation completes its last access to the apexes, it asks all the executives to remove that operation from their list of incomplete operations. The removal operation is performed in the same fashion as the operation of recording an operation. After an operation is removed from the list of incomplete operations of an executive, the next pending operation will be allowed to perform its access to the corresponding apex.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed three concurrent data structures for implementing priority queues on a distributed-memory message passing multiprocessor with hipercube topology. These concurrent data structures can be used by any application running on the hipercube without Worrying about all the necessary communications and synchronizations. Priority queue operations each requires \(O(\log M)\) time to complete, but since \(M\) operations may be initiated simultaneously at different processors, \(O(M/\log M)\) throughput is achievable as compared to \(O(1)\) throughput for sequential data structure.
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